MERIT® for higher metal recovery

> REMEX processing expertise
MERIT® is the central element of our
modular technology concept in which
we bundle our competence for the innovative recycling of incinerator bottom ash
(IBA)

remex.de

> INNOVATIVE RECYCLING

REMEX adds value to processing
MERIT® technology stands for the increased recovery of valuable non-ferrous
metals from municipal solid waste incinerator bottom ash. It is a processing
solution that has been developed by our specialist team, focussing on the smaller
fraction of non-ferrous metals, often overseen by other recycling companies.

More about MERIT®:
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New opportunities for recycling companies
MERIT is also a central element in our overall modular concept
®

in which we bundle our expertise in incinerator bottom ash
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> EXPERT VIEW

Testimonials
We asked experts in their field for a short statement on what effects MERIT® technology will
have on the industry. Hear from them directly about the background of our concept and their first
experiences with REMEX developed Non-Ferro technology.

Increased business value

More testimonials:

Dr. Andreas Bechmann, Managing Director MAV:

mt.remex-processing.com

“Every new development requires somebody to lead the
way. MAV was the first company in Germany to implement
the new Non-Ferro technology.”

Product management perspective
Astrid Onkelbach, Head of Marketing and Product Management REMEX:
“Innovative processing of mineral waste serves a clear
purpose: to improve the quality of the recycled products.”

Modular processing explained
Erwin Pieters, Managing Director HEROS:
“The central element of our modular approach is the new
Non-Ferro technology MERIT®, which is currently being
patented. Interest within the industry is already high.”

Our metal upgrading facility in the Netherlands ensures
state-of-the-art treatment of the recovered NF metals. The
results are metal concentrates that can directly be used by
smelting plants. Customers that implement MERIT® also
profit from this service

> MERIT® BENEFITS

Significant financial benefits
REMEX not only applies MERIT® in its own plants but also offers this new technology as an individual module to the incinerator bottom ash processing industry. Interested recycling companies
can choose from different cooperation models to increase their metal recovery rates and thereby
profit from our expertise.

See the benefit calculation:

High potential in non-ferrous metals

Up to 15 % higher metal recovery

bc.remex-processing.com
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Being a specialist for managing and recycling
mineral waste as well as for remediation work,
underground stowage and landfill operation,
REMEX is part of the REMONDIS Group, one of
the world’s largest recycling, service and water
companies. The company group has branches
and associated businesses in more than 30
countries across Europe, Africa, Asia and
Australia. With over 30,000 employees, the
group serves around 30 million people as well
as many thousands of companies. The highest
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